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Abstract—Existing mechanisms for handover authentication mainly focus on

designing a secure authentication module, little attention has been paid to protect

users’ privacy when they are authenticated by the access points for data access.

Further, most existing approaches do not support user revocation. In this paper,

we present a secure and efficient authentication protocol named Handauth.

Similar to the mechanisms of this field, Handauth provides user authentication and

session key establishment. However, compared to other well-known approaches,

Handauth not only enjoys both computation and communication efficiency, but

also achieves strong user anonymity and untraceablility, forward secure user

revocation, conditional privacy-preservation, AAA server anonymity, access

service expiration management, access point authentication, easily scheduled

revocation, dynamic user revocation and attack resistance. Experimental results

show that the proposed approach is feasible for real applications.

Index Terms—Handover authentication, privacy, revocation, wireless networks
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1 INTRODUCTION

NOWADAYS, various wireless networks such as telecommunication
systems, roadside-to-vehicle communication systems and WLANs
have become widely available and interconnected. To provide
seamless access services for mobile users (MUs) (e.g., PDA, laptop
computer, smart phone and vehicle) without being limited by the
geographical coverage of each access point, handover authentica-
tion modules have been deployed. Regardless of the technology
implemented, as shown in Fig. 1, a typical handover authentication
scenario involves three parties: mobile users, access points (APs)
and an Authentication, Authorization, and Accounting (AAA)
server. Before entering the network, an MU selects an AAA server
for registration, then subscribes services and connects to an AP for
accessing data. When the MU moves from the current AP (i.e.,
AP1) into a new AP (i.e., AP2), handover authentication should be
performed at AP2. Here, the two circles indicate the transmission
ranges of AP1 and AP2, respectively. Through handover
authentication, AP2 authenticates the MU to protect itself from
illegitimate access. At the same time, a session key should be
established between the MU and AP2 to protect the user’s data
against attacks.

Privacy is a serious concern for the above handover authentica-
tion services whereas mobile privacy protection is a complicated
issue. Users are deeply concerned about their privacy-related
information such as the identity, position, and roaming route.
Unfortunately, in current handover authentication techniques [1],
[2], [3], [4], [5], [6], [7], [8], [9], [10], [11], [12], [13], [14], [15], [16], it
is commonly assumed that the APs are trustworthy and would

keep users’ privacy-related information confidential. However,
since such information is extremely sensitive and coveted by many
companies, which may use it to improve their business, such an
assumption may not be valid. Therefore, a user should be
protected from the prying eyes of APs. Without appropriate
security and privacy guarantees, users are reluctant to accept such
mobile services. To satisfy the security and privacy requirements, it
is prerequisite to elaborately design an efficient handover
authentication mechanism to achieve security and privacy pre-
servation for practical wireless networks.

A secure and efficient handover authentication protocol should
satisfy the following requirements:

1. User authentication.

2. Session key establishment.

3. Low communication cost and computation complexity. In
general, an MU does not have sufficient resources in
comparison with fixed nodes such as APs. Therefore, a
handover authentication process should minimize energy
consumption of MUs. Additionally, such a process should
be fast enough to maintain persistent connectivity.

4. Strong user anonymity and untraceablility. It allows an
MU not to expose its private information to eavesdroppers
or APs.

5. Provision of user revocation mechanism with forward

secrecy. Due to some reasons (e.g., the subscription period
of a user has expired or a user’s secret key has been
compromised), handover authentication should allow an
AP to find out whether an MU is revoked. At the same
time, however, it should also guarantee the anonymity of
the revoked user’s protocol runs before the revocation,
which means forward secure user revocation.

6. Conditional privacy preservation. Although it is desirable
to provide strong user anonymity and untraceablility, it is
the liability for the AAA server to reveal the related private
information (e.g., identity, position) of a user in case of
emergency (e.g., enhanced 911 location service mandated
by US Federal Communications Commission).

7. AAA server anonymity. Besides the identity of the MU, the
identity of its AAA server should also be hidden from
eavesdroppers and the legitimate network entities except
the visited AP [17]. Otherwise, the real identity of an MU
may be discovered by analyzing the traffic between a
visited AP and its AAA server. In other words, each time
when a user accesses the network, if the identity of its AAA
server is not protected, information about the user’s real
identity may be inferred. This is illustrated by the following
example. If an aliased user x visiting a remote access point
AP2 in Germany wants to authenticate to its AAA server
WhiteHouse.Gov and an adversary happens to know that the
only user from WhiteHouse.Gov currently in Germany is
President@WhiteHouse.Gov, the adversary can conclude that
x in fact corresponds to President@WhiteHouse.Gov.

8. Local access service expiration. With the involvement of
the AAA server, each MU should be permitted to access
the services only during its subscription period. For
example, in mobile phone services, it is necessary for the
AAA server to precisely control the service time of an MU
according to service payments and managements.

9. Local AP validation. Most handover authentication
schemes just consider the authentication of MUs by the
visited AP. However, it is also important that each MU is
able to verify that the visited AP is authorized by the AAA
server to offer access services without the help of its AAA
server. Otherwise, an imitated AP will easily obtain the
private information of the MUs who carelessly connect to
it. We consider data phishing attack as an example. In such
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an attack, an adversary may set up bogus APs and try to
phish user connections to such APs. In this way,
adversaries could control network connection and analyze
users’ data traffic for their benefits.

10. Easily scheduled revocation. To be more practical, it
should easily allow a scheduled revocation after which a
user will resume the services without reregistering to the
AAA server. For example, a user may plan to suspend the
services for a few months.

11. Provision of dynamic user revocation mechanism. Due to
some reasons (e.g., a user’s secret key has been compro-
mised or a user has misbehaved), revocation of misbehav-
ing users should take place at any time to prevent these
users from jeopardizing the safety of other users and the
network provider. Note that different from Requirements 8
and 10, dynamic user revocation occurs before the
subscription period of a user expires.

12. Attack resistance. Clearly, handover authentication proto-
col should have ability to resist various kinds of attacks
(e.g., Denial-of-Service (DoS) attacks).

Obviously, designing a secure and efficient handover authenti-

cation protocol is a nontrivial task because wireless networks are
vulnerable to attacks and mobile users are resource-constrained.

While Requirements 1-3 have been well addressed in the literature,
to the best of our knowledge, Requirements 4-12 have been largely

neglected. More importantly, when considering this research issue,
we observe that none of the existing privacy-aware cryptographic

primitives can be directly applied to achieve the goal discussed
above. The detailed analysis to arrive at these conclusions will be

given in Sections 2 and 3.1. This becomes a more severe issue given
the trend that more and more wireless networks are being

deployed. Motivated by this observation, this paper makes three
main contributions:

1. We first identify the characteristics of handover authenti-
cation and then present a comprehensive set of require-
ments for the protocols of this kind. We show some
security weaknesses and efficiency problems of current
handover authentication protocols [1], [2], [3], [4], [5], [6],
[7], [8], [9], [10], [11], [12], [13], [14], [15], [16].

2. We propose a novel approach to ensure secure and efficient
handover authentication, called Handauth, which is built on
the most efficient forward secure revocable group signature
(FSR-GS) technique. Since FSR-GS was not originally
designed for handover authentication protocols, a direct
application of the method simply cannot satisfy Require-
ments 2-4 and 6-12, which are very challenging for ensuring
secure, efficient, and robust access services for mobile users.

For example, due to the sole network layer protocol design,
it cannot preserve user anonymity and untraceability. Also,
it does not provide Handauth with easily scheduled
revocation, access service expiration, AAA server anonym-
ity properties. To address these issues, some additional
mechanisms are incorporated into the design of the
proposed protocol. Finally, Handauth satisfies all of the
above requirements. Moreover, Handauth can achieve
scalability; it is efficient even in a large-scale network with
many subscribers and many revoked users. Furthermore, it
supports dynamic participation. New users can easily join
the network, and users can easily be revoked when their
subscriptions expire. Another desirable feature of Han-
dauth is that each handover authentication does not involve
the AAA server. APs only notify the AAA server of the
authentication result after performing the handover
authentication; thus, no extra delay is incurred in the
authentication process.

3. In addition to the security analysis which demonstrates
that Handauth indeed enforces its security guarantees, this
paper also reports the experimental results of Handauth,
showing its efficiency in practice.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In the next
section, we first survey and analyze the related work, and then
discuss their security weaknesses and efficiency problems. Section 3
discusses the limitations of various existing privacy-aware crypto-
graphic primitives and then introduces the most suitable one—the
FSR-GS technique. Section 4 describes Handauth in detail. Then, in
Section 5, we discuss some important issues about our protocol and
further improve it. The simple proof and formal analysis of the
security properties of Handauth are provided in Section 6.
Experimental results and performance analysis are given in
Section 7. Finally, Section 8 concludes the paper.

2 RELATED WORK

Due to the importance of handover authentication, many secure
mechanisms [1], [2], [3], [4], [5], [6], [7], [8], [9], [10], [11], [12], [13],
[14], [15], [16] have been proposed for this purpose. However, most
of existing solutions focus on Requirements 1-3. In telecommuni-
cation systems, the GSM [1] communication system are intended to
provide user privacy by using a temporary identity called
Temporary Mobile Subscriber Identity (TMSI) to identify an MU.
However, a user’s real identity called International Mobile
Subscriber Identity (IMSI) is sent to the visited AP over the air in
plaintext during the authentication process; thus, eavesdroppers
over the radio network can easily identify the subscriber by its
IMSI. Obviously, GSM cannot satisfy Requirement 4. The third-
generation mobile cellular communication system UMTS [2],
though enhanced from GSM, uses the same mechanism to provide
anonymity for MUs. That is, UMTS also uses IMSI for the first
registration at the visited AP, and obtains some TMSIs for
subsequent sessions. Likewise, UMTS cannot achieve Require-
ment 4.

For securing WLAN roaming, the IEEE 802.1x standard
employs Extensible Authentication Protocols (EAP), on which
any authentication mechanism can be used for authenticating both
the user and the network. In the EAP framework, some
authentication methods including Message Digest 5 (MD5, IETF
RFC 1321), Transport Layer Security (TLS, IETF RFC 2716),
Tunneled TLS [3] and Protected Extensible Authentication Protocol
[4] have been proposed. EAP-MD5 is primarily based on a one-
way hash function. When using EAP-MD5, a subscriber computes
the hash value with the password as input, the hash is transmitted
over air to the visited AP for subscriber validation. Thus, EAP-
MD5 cannot achieve user untraceability and AP authentication.
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Additionally, in the other three EAP authentication methods, an
MU performs mutual authentication with the AAA server through
exchanging certificate with each other. Therefore, they cannot meet
Requirement 4.

Additionally, some authentication schemes [5], [6], [7], [13],
[14], [15], [16] with robust security features have been suggested.
The approaches in [7], [13] make use of the simple operations such
as one-way hash functions and exclusive-OR to achieve security
goals. We observe that these work ([7], [13]) just focus on designing
lightweight user authentication, but do not pay attention to
provide strong security (e.g., Requirement 4). In [14], the focus is
mainly on preventing from smart card breach, which is based on
symmetric and public key cryptography. Also, the protocol of [16]
makes use of symmetric cryptographic and hash operation
primitives for secure authentication.

Moreover, all above techniques [5], [6], [7], [13], [14], [15], [16]
require the AAA server to be involved in each protocol run. Such an
approach suffers from security weaknesses and efficiency problems
which include: 1) A communication round between the visited AP
and the AAA server is required. When the AAA server is many hops
away from the visited AP, this communication delay is even more
crucial. 2) Since these protocols require a visited AP to uncondi-
tionally forward any login request, valid or invalid, to the AAA
server, an adversary can easily launch DoS attacks on the AAA
server through an AP. Thus, they cannot meet Requirement 12.

To solve the above issue, some approaches without involving
the AAA server have been proposed in [8], [9], [10], [11], [12]. In
order to enable an AP to locally check the validity of MUs, some
complex cryptography techniques (e.g., ID-based cryptosystem,
credentials based on chameleon hashing) are usually used. These
methods of [8], [9] do not require the involvement of the AAA
server, but we observe that these works do not consider
Requirements 4-12. Recently, a handover authentication using
the ID-based cryptosystem is presented in [10]. It performs a fast
mutual authentication between an MU and an AP without
involving the AAA server. Unfortunately, it suffers from the key
escrow problem since the private key generator issues the private
key of each MU. Also, the method cannot achieve user anonymity
and conditional privacy protection. Later, a handover authentica-
tion scheme using credentials based on chameleon hashing has
been proposed in [11]. The scheme provides robust key exchange
and efficient authentication procedure. However, it cannot achieve
user anonymity since a user always needs to send the same
credential to an AP for verification. Additionally, a fast and
efficient handover authentication in Vehicle-to-Infrastructure net-
works has been introduced in [12]. Due to the use of pseudo
identity, however, it cannot achieve user untraceablility.

3 THE CRYPTOGRAPHIC PRIMITIVE OF HANDAUTH

3.1 Available Choices

We observe that none of the existing privacy-aware cryptographic
primitives (e.g., standard digital signature, blind signature, group
signature, ring signature, and extended techniques) can be directly
applied to achieve the goal discussed above. Standard digital
signature schemes will directly reveal an MU’s identity. Blind
signature and ring signature algorithms can only provide irrevoc-
able anonymity, while here it demands conditional privacy
preservation and hence revocable anonymity.

A viable approach is for each user to send a login request to the
AP through a basic group signature technique. A basic group
signature scheme allows one member of the group to sign a message
such that any verifier can just verify if the message is originated from
a group member without knowing the identity of the actual sender.
Only the group manager can lift the anonymity of a signature and
reveal the identity of the signer who created it. Group membership
is controlled by the group manager, who generates the group’s
public key and provides individual members with their secret

signing keys. To further support user revocation with forward

secrecy, the group manager has to change and redistribute the group

public key and secret keys of all but the revoked users. Therefore, it

incurs enormous loads to nonrevoked users.
A more suitable approach is to use forward secure revocable

group signature technique. Forward secure revocation allows a

revoked group member to preserve the anonymity of its signatures

generated before the revocation. However, we observe that

although FSR-GS techniques have been proposed by researchers

for a long time, most of the existing FSR-GS schemes (e.g., [18], [19],

[20]) are not suitable for the construction of efficient handover

authentication. These techniques (e.g.,[18], [19]) either have the

signing or verifying complexity directly proportional to the group

size or the number of revoked members, or require updates of

signing key or public key once revocation occurs. Recently, although

an outstanding improvement has been proposed in [20], the size of

public key in the scheme is directly proportional to the group size.
Very recently, the most efficient method of this kind is proposed

in [21]. It has constant signing and verifying complexity, and

constant size in signature, public key, and signing key. Also it does

not require updates of public key or signing key when member

joining or leaving occurs. Thus, once Handauth is built on the

scheme of [21], it can achieve scalability and dynamic participation.

The time of each protocol run is independent of the number of MUs

and revoked users. More specifically, it is constant. Thus, Handauth

is efficient even in a large-scale network with many subscribers and

many revoked users. However, we notice that a direct application of

the method in [21] is still unable to meet Requirements 2-4 and 6-12,

which are very challenging for ensuring secure, efficient, and robust

access services for mobile users. For example, due to the sole

network layer protocol design, it cannot preserve user anonymity

and untraceability. Also, it does not provide Handauth with easily

scheduled revocation, local access service expiration, attack-

resistance, and AAA server anonymity properties.
To address these issues, some additional mechanisms are

incorporated into the design of Handauth. Detailed description of

these mechanisms will be given in Sections 4 and 5.

3.2 Overview of FSR-GS Technique

In this section, we first review the definition of FSR-GS.
Definition. A FSR-GS [21] is a tuple (G.Kg, G.Enroll, G.Revoke,

G.Sign, G.Ver, G.Open) of probabilistic polynomial-time algo-

rithms and one interactive mechanism. The parties involved in the

FSR-GS include a group manager, a group member (i.e., a signer)

and a verifier.

1. G:Kg. The group manager runs this algorithm to generate
a master public key mpk, a master secret key msk (for
enrolling group members), a trace key tk (for opening a
signature), and an initial membership information �.

2. G:Enroll. This is an interactive procedure running between
the group manager and a new user. Through this
procedure, the new member Ui obtains a user signing
key uski, a (public) user membership key upki, and a user
revocation key rvki.

3. G:Revoke. On input mpk, rvki (of member Ui) and the
current membership information �, the group manager
outputs an updated �.

4. G:Sign. It takes mpk, upki, uski, rvki, � and a message m,
and outputs a group signature �.

5. G:V er. On input mpk, �, m, and �, it outputs 1 or 0
indicating acceptance or rejection on the validity of the
signature � on message m.

6. G:Open. On input mpk, tk, � and a valid message-
signature pair ðm;�Þ, the group manager outputs the user
membership key upki of the actual signer.
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Next, we review a concrete FSR-GS in [21], which will be

employed in Handauth. Note that any other efficient forward

secure revocable group signature schemes can just as easily be
applied in Handauth.

Master-key generationðG:KgÞ. The group manager randomly
picks security parameters � > 1; k; lp 2 N and then chooses the

following parameters �1; �2; �1, and �2 such as �1 > �ð�2 þ kÞ þ
2; �2 > 4lp; �1 > �ð�2 þ kÞ þ 2, and �2 > �1 þ 2. All these para-

meters are public. mpk ¼ ðn; a; a0; y; g; h; g1; g2Þ and msk ¼
ðp0; q0; xÞ are computed as follows: 1) Select random lp-bit primes

p0, q
0

such that p ¼ 2p0 þ 1 and q ¼ 2q0 þ 1 are prime (Lagrange has

proved this theorem: Let p0 � 3ðmod 4Þ be prime. 2p0 þ 1 is also
prime if and only if 2p0 þ 1 divides a mersenne prime number). Set

the modulus n ¼ pq. Note that all the arithmetic operations in the

following sections are modulo n unless specified otherwise.
2) Choose random elements a; a0; g; h; g1; g2 2R QRðnÞ (of order

p
0
q
0
). Here, QRðnÞ presents the set of quadratic residues of group

ZZ�n. 3) Choose a random secret x2RZZ�
p
0
q
0 and y ¼ gx. The member-

ship information is � ¼ ðc; �Þ, where c is initialized to g1 and � is

initialized to 1. Define the integral range � ¼ ½2�1 � 2�2 ; 2�1 þ 2�2 �.
EnrollmentðG:EnrollÞ. The upki, rvki, uski of the new member

Ui are generated as follows. Ui randomly chooses exi 2R ½0; 2�2 � anderi 2R ½0; n� and then sends C1 ¼ gexiheri to the group manager. If

C1 2 QRðnÞ, the group manager randomly picks �i; �i 2R ½0; 2�2 �
and sends ð�i; �iÞ to member Ui. Member Ui generates xi ¼
2�1 þ ð�iexi þ �i mod 2�2 ) in ZZ and sends the group manager the

value C2 ¼ axi . Then, the group manager checks that C2 2 QRðnÞ.
If this is the case and all the proofs (detailed information can refer

to [21]) were correct, the group manager picks a random prime

ei 2R � and generates Ai ¼ ðC2a0Þ1=ei ¼ ðaxia0Þ1=ei . Then, the group

manager sets upki ¼ Ai; rvki ¼ ei. After that, the group manager
sends fAi; eig to member Ui. Subsequently, member Ui verifies that

axia0 ¼ Ai
ei . If this is the case, member Ui sets upki ¼ Ai, rvki ¼ ei

and uski ¼ xi.
Member revocationðG:RevokeÞ. On input of rvkk of member

Uk who is to be deleted at this time and the current � ¼ ðc; �Þ, the

group manager updates c as c ¼ crvkk and updates � as � ¼ ��rvkk.
Suppose there are currently revoked members Uj; . . .; Uk, the latest

c and � become

c ¼ g1

Qk

i¼jrvki

and � ¼
Qk

i¼jrvki.
Group signature generationðG:SignÞ. A group signature � on

message m consists of a tuple eV1, eV2, where eV1 and eV2 are

signatures of knowledge. The detailed description about these is

given in [21].
Group signature verificationðG:V erÞ. To verify a group

signature � ¼ ð eV1; eV2Þ on message m and the revocation member-

ship information � (actually only c is required), the verifier is to
check the validation and correctness of eV1, eV2 with respect to mpk

and �. The detailed information is given in [21].
Member traceðG:OpenÞ. Given a message-signature pair

ðm;� ¼ ð eV1; eV2ÞÞ and the trace key tk ¼ x, if G.Verðmpk; tk;�;
m; �Þ ¼ 1 then output the upki which is computed as upki ¼ T1=T

x
2 .

4 HANDAUTH: THE PROTOCOL

4.1 System Setup Phase

In Handauth, we have the following system setup:

1. The AAA server acts as the group manager of an FSR-GS
system and has a master key pair ðmpk;mskÞ and the
initial membership information � ¼ ðc; �Þ generated using
G:Kg, where c ¼ g1 and � ¼ 1. Additionally, the AAA
server also has a signing/verification key pair ðsk; pkÞ of a

conventional digital signature scheme, e.g., Elliptic Curve
Digital Signature Algorithm (ECDSA).

2. The AAA server issues the master public key mpk to all
APs. Additionally, each AP shares a session key AKAP

with the AAA server, respectively. As we discuss later,
such a session key can be used to achieve Requirement 6.

3. The entire service provision time is divided into time
intervals in the unit of hour, day, or month. We assume
the AAA server sets day as the interval unit. In this case,
the time interval has the format “YYYY/MM/DD.” At the
beginning of each day, each AP downloads the latest
membership information � from the AAA server.

4. Each AP has a signing/verification key pair ðskAP ; pkAP Þ of
a conventional digital signature scheme, e.g., ECDSA. The
ID and pkAP of each AP are publicly known to all the users
who are within the network controlled by the AP. This
could be realized by requiring the visited AP to broadcast
its digital certificate as part of beacon messages that are
periodically broadcasted to declare service existence. In
order that each MU is able to use the verification key pkAP
of the AAA server to verify that the serving AP is
authorized by the AAA server to offer access services
(i.e., Requirement 9), the digital certificate should be issued
by the AAA server. Alternatively, when subscriber Ui
registers to the AAA server, the certificates of all APs are
loaded on Ui (e.g., built in the web browsers of all
subscribers). The visited AP also broadcasts the latest
membership information � ¼ ðc; �Þ. Suppose for an AAA
server, there are currently revoked subscribers Uj; . . .; Uk,
the latest

c ¼ g1

Qk

i¼jrvki

and � ¼
Qk

i¼jrvki. Since user revocation key rvki of each

userUi is secretly shared betweenUi and the AAA server, no

one except the AAA server can learn any information from

the membership information �. Each MU can verify those

two information by using the AAA server’s public key pk.

4.2 New User Joining Phase

Before accessing the network, an MU has to authenticate itself to
the AAA server by in-person contact. For subscriber Ui, the AAA
server runs G:Enroll to generate a user signing key uski, a (public)
user membership key upki, and a user revocation key rvki. The
AAA server delivers all these keys and pk to Ui using a secure
transmission protocol (e.g., wired transport layer security proto-
col). Note that the AAA server maintains a subscriber list, which is
composed of every subscriber’s related keys (e.g., user member-
ship key, user revocation key) and expiration time. It is clear that
different subscribers may have different expiration time. Ob-
viously, the above procedure is invoked whenever a user wants to
register with the AAA server.

4.3 Handover Authentication Phase

The handover authentication protocol which is carried out
between a mobile user Ui and the visited access point AP2 is as
follows. Ui first sends a login request to AP2 for mutual
authentication. Then, AP2 checks the validity of Ui, establishes a
session key and then gives a response to Ui. Subsequently, Ui
validates AP2, establishes the session key and then responds to
AP2. Finally, AP2 notifies the AAA server of the authentication
result. We illustrate this procedure in Fig. 2, and the detailed steps
are described as follows:

1. Ui first chooses a random number Ru, and a temporary
identity alias (not correlated in any way with the true user
identity), and generates �i ¼ G:Signðmpk; upki; uski; rvki;
�; aliaskgRuktsÞ, where a time stamp ts is added by Ui to
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counter replay attacks. Subsequently, to meet Requirement
7, Ui encrypts the message falias; gRu ; ts; �ig using AP2’s
public key pkAP2 to produce Ci ¼ ðalias; gRu ; ts; �iÞpkAP2

.
Here, we write ðXÞK for message X encrypted with key K.
Then, Ui sends the login request Ci to AP2.

2. After receiving Ci, AP2 uses its private key skAP2 to
decrypt it and then obtains the secret information
falias; gRu ; ts; �ig. Subsequently, AP2 first checks whether
the time stamp ts is within some allowable range
compared with its current time. If it is positive, AP2 runs
G:V er to verify whether the group signature �i is valid or
not. If it is not valid, AP2 rejects the login request;
otherwise, AP2 chooses a random number Rv, and
c o m p u t e s �AP2 ¼ ECDSA:SigðskAP2;mAP2Þ, w h e r e
mAP2 ¼ aliaskgRukgRv . Then, AP2 sends fgRv ; �AP2g back
to Ui. Subsequently, AP2 computes the session key SK ¼
ðgRuÞRv and erases Rv from its memory.

3. Upon receiving fgRv ; �AP2g, Ui verifies �AP2 by running
ECDSA.VerðpkAP2;mAP2; �AP2Þ. If ECDSA.Ver returns 1, Ui
generates the session key SK ¼ ðgRvÞRu and erases Ru from
its memory. After that, Ui generates ðaliaskgRukgRvÞSK
through symmetric encryption and then sends it to AP2.
After receiving the message, AP2 decrypts and then
verifies it. If the message is valid, AP2 concludes that Ui
has established a session key and proceeds to the next step;
otherwise, AP2 rejects the connection.

4. Finally, AP2 uses the secret key AKAP2 to encrypt the
group signature message falias; gRu ; ts; �ig and then
delivers it to the AAA server. Upon receiving this message,
the AAA server can obtain the identity of Ui by computing
G.Open, which means that the AAA server can provide
conditional privacy. Thus, it is shown that Handauth can
achieve Requirement 6. Since APs only notify the AAA
server of the authentication result after performing the
handover authentication, this step does not affect the
authentication time.

5 DISCUSSION

5.1 Supporting Local Access Service Expiration

As described in Section 4.2, the AAA server maintains a subscriber
list, which is composed of every subscriber’s related keys (e.g.,
user membership key, user revocation key) and expiration time.
Once a subscriber Ui’s service subscription expires, its signing key
uski should be invalidated from then on. In this case, the AAA
server needs to run G:Revokeðmpk; rvki;�Þ. That is, on input of
rvki of member Ui and the current � ¼ ðc; �Þ, the AAA server
updates c as c ¼ crvki and updates � as � ¼ ��rvki. This shows that
Handauth can achieve Requirement 8.

5.2 Supporting Scheduled Revocation Easily

In practice, some users may need a predefined revocation period.

For example, a mobile phone user may want to suspend the

services for three months. A natural method is for such a user to

reregister to the AAA server and then receive a new user signing

key, a new user membership key, and a new user revocation key.

Obviously, this method causes inconveniences. Therefore, to
address this issue, Handauth provides a feasible approach as
follows. We assume that a subscriber Um is revoked at the interval
t1 and hopes to resume the services of the same AAA server with
his previous keys (i.e., user signing key, user membership key, and
user revocation key) at the interval t2, where t2 > t1. At t1, on input
of rvkm of subscriber Um and the current � ¼ ðc; �Þ, the AAA
server updates c as c ¼ crvkm and updates � as � ¼ ��rvkm. At t2, on
input of rvkm of subscriber Um and the current

� ¼ ðc; �Þ ¼ g1

Qk

i¼jrvki ;
Yk

i¼jrvki

� �
;

the AAA server updates c as c ¼ g1
�=rvkm ¼ g1

Qk

i¼jrvki=rvkm and then
updates � as � ¼ �=rvkm, where Um2fUj; . . .; Ukg. Subsequently,
Um resumes the services automatically and exactly at t2, without
the necessity to visit the AAA server. Hence, Handauth can satisfy
Requirement 10.

5.3 Provision of Dynamic User Revocation Mechanism

There may be misbehaving users in the system. In this case, the
AAA server can identify these misbehaving users in step 4 of the
handover authentication procedure, and then revoke them through
running G:Revokeðmpk; rvki;�Þ. Therefore, Handauth can meet
Requirement 11.

5.4 Cross-Layer Protocol Design for Strong User
Anonymity and Untraceablility

In the MAC layer, the restriction on handover authentication with
user anonymity is that the standards of current wireless
technologies, such as IEEE 802.11 and Bluetooth, require manu-
facturers to assign an identification number (i.e., MAC address) to
every device (i.e., Laptop PC). The MAC address is like an
annoying tag attached to a mobile device, anytime, and anywhere.
Obviously, such a practice exposes the ID of a mobile device at the
MAC address. However, current handover authentication techni-
ques [1], [2], [3], [4], [5], [6], [7], [8], [9], [10], [11], [12], [13], [14],
[15], [16] do not consider this security issue. For Handauth, an
ideal way to remedy this weakness is to replace the MAC address
with a user alias. Alias collision should not be a serious problem in
this case and can be prevented in many ways, for instance, by
adding a time stamp or random number.

In the physical layer, various noncryptographic techniques for
user authentication and device identification in wireless networks
using physical layer properties or information (e.g., frame
sequence number, packet size, and signal strength) have been
suggested [22]. This fact gives the adversary the techniques of
tracking the targeted MUs. For example, the packet sizes of the
MUs have been exploited to identify different users [23]. Since all
existing handover authentication solutions [1], [2], [3], [4], [5], [6],
[7], [8], [9], [10], [11], [12], [13], [14], [15], [16] do not consider this
issue, they fail to provide user anonymity and untraceability.
Obviously, in order to resist these attacks, some countermeasure to
these techniques should be employed in mobile user side of
Handauth. A feasible way is that each MU should frequently
change its physical layer properties or information. For instance, to
address this issue, each MU should frequently change its frame
sequence number, packet size, and signal strength, by using some
ways (e.g., random number generator).

6 SECURITY ANALYSIS

6.1 Simple Proof of Security Requirements

We analyze the security of Handauth with respect to the security
requirements given in Section 1. As described in Sections 4 and 5, it
is clear that Handauth can meet Requirements 2, 5, 6, 8, 10, and 11.
Due to the use of forward secure revocable group signature,
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Fig. 2. Authentication procedure of Handauth.



Handauth can achieve Requirement 4. The reason would be clear
when readers refer to the forward secure user revocation definition
for FSR-GS in [21]. In the following, we focus on how Handauth
meets Requirements 1, 7, 9, and 12.

Mutual authentication. AP authentication is done by the
challenge-response pair ðgRu ; ECDSA:SigðskAP2; aliaskgRukgRvÞÞ,
by which a user is sure about the identity of the visited AP. Since
only AP2 has skAP2, no other APs can compute a valid digital
signature on Ui’s freshly generated challenge gRu . It should be
noted that only the AAA server can generate a valid certificate for
AP2, and the identity of AP2 and its public key pkAP2 are included
and bound by the certificate. Therefore, other APs cannot cheat by
using different public keys or different IDs. Thus, Handauth can
satisfy Requirement 9. Since the group signature message
falias; gRu ; ts; �ig is encrypted using AP2’s public key pkAP2, only
AP2 can use its private key skAP2 to obtain such a group signature
message and then obtain the identity of Ui’s AAA server. Thus, the
identity of Ui’s AAA server can be hidden from eavesdroppers and
the legitimate network entities except the visited AP (i.e., AP2).
That is, Handauth can meet Requirement 7. Subscriber authentica-
tion is achieved by another challenge-response pair: ðgRu ; ts;G:Sign
ðmpk; upki; uski; rvki;�; aliaskgRuktsÞÞ. Only a legitimate subscriber
of the AAA server can generate a valid group signature on Ui’s
challenge fgRu ; tsg and the current member message �. Thus,
Handauth can satisfy Requirement 1. According to the above
analysis, Handauth can provide mutual authentication.

Strong user anonymity and untraceablility. User anonymity is
achieved by the anonymity of G.Sign ðmpk; upki; uski; rvki;�;
aliaskgRuktsÞ. An adversary (including eavesdroppers) and APs
are not able to obtain the identity of the real signer since they do
not have the trace key tk, which is preserved only by the AAA
server. That is to say, when the handover authentication runs, the
visited AP is just able to determine whether an MU is the
subscriber of the AAA server, but it cannot derive any further
identity information about the MU. User untraceability is also
achieved by the anonymity of the group signature. The reason
would become clear when readers refer to the anonymity
definition and security analysis for FSR-GS in [21].

6.2 Formal Analysis Using AVISPA

Besides the above analysis, we also provide a formal analysis of
Handauth here. Many formal security validation approaches and
tools have been proposed in the literature. In this paper, we
choose AVISPA [24], for the following reasons: First, it is
expressive enough and we can model several properties like
secrecy of keys, authentication, freshness, robustness against
replay attacks, etc. Second, it provides a user friendly specifica-
tion language called the High-Level Protocol Specification
Language (HLPSL) [25] for specifying targeted protocols and

formally validating them. Third, it is widely used by developers
of security protocols and by academic researchers to analyze
possible attacks on security protocols [16].

The current version of the AVISPA tool integrates the following
four back ends: On-the-fly Model-Checker (OFMC), Constraint-
Logic-based Attack Searcher (CL-AtSe), SAT-based Model-Checker
(SATMC), and Tree Automata based on Automatic Approxima-
tions for the Analysis of Security Protocols (TA4SP). The attacker
implemented in AVISPA is a Dolev-Yao attacker [26], which can
overhear, intercept messages, inject new messages or modify
messages in transit. Therefore, AVISPA is appropriate for the
analysis of security protocols in wireless networks. Our proposed
protocol has been translated to HLSPL. The HLPSL specification
uses participants to enact each role, and also specifies how many
concurrent sessions of the protocol are running. Overall, three
sessions of the protocol were modeled and checked concurrently,
to ensure that the goal is realized.

Once the HLPSL specification has been debugged, it was
checked automatically for attack detection using the AVISPA
verification tools. No revealed attacks were found, and the security
goals are achieved. The whole test results are given as follows:

1. OFMC reports the mechanism is safe.
2. CL-AtSe reports the mechanism is safe.
3. SATMC reports the mechanism is safe.
4. TA4SPS reports that some rules may be not fired, so it does

not do the verification.
Therefore, the AVISPA cannot produce any attack on Handauth.

7 PERFORMANCE AND IMPLEMENTATION

We consider two performance metrics: authentication latency and
communication overhead. We investigated the time costs of the
primitive cryptography operations using the OpenSSL library [27]
on an Intel P III Mobile 733 MHz processor as an MU and Intel P IV
3 GHz as an AP in Table 1. In the experiment, the key sizes of ECC
and RSA are set to 160 bits and 1,024 bits, respectively. In this
paper, the authentication latency is defined as the time of
cryptography operations. Note that the time costs of highly
efficient operations such as hash function, symmetric encryp-
tion/decryption, and point addition are omitted.

Table 2 compares the authentication delay of Handauth and
related works ([10], [11]). Here, TMU and TAP denote the
authentication latency on an MU and an AP, respectively. Also,
TMUopt indicates the authentication time optimized by precomputa-
tion on an MU. From Table 2, it can be seen that a successful
handover authentication in Handauth requires eight modular
exponentiations, 3.25 point multiplications, and 1 modular inverse
computation (plus 13 modular exponentiations that can be
precomputed) on an MU. And it requires 18 modular exponentia-
tions and 1 modular inverse computation on an AP without other
precomputation requirements. Totally, a successful handover
authentication in Handauth requires 19.622 ms. Currently, the
clock frequencies of most Laptop PCs, PDAs and smart phones are
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greater than 700 MHz. Therefore, Handauth is efficient to be

employed on most mobile devices.
Table 3 compares the communication overhead of Handauth and

related works [5], [6], [7], [8], [9], [10], [11], [12], [14], [15]. For

communication overhead, we assume that the expected authentica-

tion message delivery cost between an AP and the AAA server is one

unit and that between an MU and an AP is 	 unit, respectively. The

cost 	 unit is within the range 0 < 	 < 1 since the AAA server is often

located in a remote location. The cost % between the APs is generally

lower than one unit. As shown in Tables 2 and 3, compared to

related works [5], [6], [7], [8], [9], [10], [11], [12], [14], Handauth

enjoys both computation and communication efficiency.
Finally, we make the functionality comparisons of Handauth

and the well-known approaches [10], [11], [12], [13], [14], [16] in

Table 4. It can be seen that only our scheme achieves all security

requirements.

8 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have identified the characteristics of access
services for mobile users and concluded 12 properties that an
efficient handover authentication scheme should satisfy. Moreover,
we have proposed a novel protocol named Handauth to achieve
secure and efficient handover authentication. The protocol satisfies
a set of important requirements which have not been addressed by
earlier works. The security analysis and experimental results show
that the proposed approach is feasible for real applications. Further,
the security properties of Handauth have been formally verified.
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